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Message from the Guest Editors

In this Special Issue, we aim to shed light on the
multifaceted nature of pathological fractures, extending
beyond oncological pathology. Our focus will encompass
metabolic bone disorders, post-radiation therapy
complications, infections, and rheumatic diseases,
highlighting the diverse spectrum of pathological tissue
fractures.

Understanding the mechanisms underlying these fractures
is paramount, as they pose unique diagnostic and
therapeutic dilemmas. The orthopedic community is
constantly striving to refine its knowledge and surgical
approaches to effectively manage these intricate cases. By
examining the intricacies of pathological fractures, we
hope to advance our understanding of their
pathophysiology and improve treatment strategies.

We invite researchers, clinicians, and experts in the field to
contribute their original research and perspectives to this
Special Issue. We aim to create a comprehensive platform
for sharing innovative techniques, novel diagnostic
methods, and therapeutic interventions that can enhance
patient outcomes.
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Message from the Editorial Board

There has been an explosion of gene and target based
research and therapeutics in the multitude of fields that
compose clinical medicine. The Journal of Clinical
Medicine’s (JCM) staff and editorial board are dedicated to
providing cutting edge, timely, and peer-reviewed articles
covering the diverse subspecialties of clinical medicine.
The journal publishes concise, innovative, and exciting
research articles as well as clinically significant articles and
reviews that are pertinent to the myriad of disciplines
within medicine. The articles published are relevant to both
primary care physicians and specialists. The journal’s full-
texts are archived in PubMed Central and indexed in
PubMed. Please consider submitting your manuscripts for
publication to our journal and check us out on-line!
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